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                                                     Sector-V/B. B.S. City 

                           SUMMER VACATION ASSIGNMENT 

                                               BIOLOGY – XII  /2021-2022 

1. A woman  with O blood group marries a man with AB blood group.Workout the cross 

to show all the possible genotype and phenotype of the progenies with respect to 

blood group.Explain the pattern of inheritance observed in the cross.                      . 

2. AaBb was crossed with aabb. What would be the phenotypic ratio of the progenies? 

Mention the term to denote this type of cross. 

3. A non-haemophilic couple was informed by their doctor that there is possibility of a 

haemophilic child being born to them. Draw a checker board and find out the 

percentage of possibility of such a child among the progeny. 

4. A man with blood group ‘A’ married a women with ‘B ’ blood group. They have a son 

with ‘AB’ blood group and a daughter with blood group ‘O’. Workout the cross and 

show the possibility of such inheritance. 

5. How are dominance, Codominance and incomplete dominance patterns of 

inheritance different from each other? 

6. A true breeding pea plant, homozygous for inflated green pods is crossed with 

another pea plant with constricted yellow pods (ffgg). What would be the phonotype 

and genotype of F1 and F2 generation. Give the phenotype ratio of F2 generation. 

7. A typical mammalian cell has 2.2 m long DNA molecule, where as the nucleus in which 

it is packed measures about 10-6m. Explain  how such a long DNA molecule is packed 

within a tiny nucleus in the cell.  

8. A pea plant with purple flowers was crossed with white flowers producing 50 plants 

with only purple flowers. Onselfing, these plants produced 482 plants with purple 

flowers and 162 with white flowers. What genetic mechanism account  for the these 

result?  

9. Name a disorder ,give the karyotype and write the symptoms a human suffers from, 

as a result of monosomy of sex-chromosomes. 

10. During his studies on genes in Drosophila that were sex linked,T.H. Morgan found F2 

population phenotypic ratio deviated from expected 9:3:3:1. Explain the conclusion 

he arrived at. 
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11. Inheritance pattern of ABO blood groups in humans shows dominance, Codominance 

and multiple allelism. Explain each concept with the help of blood group genotypes. 

12. The male fruit fly and female fowl are heterogametic while the female fruit fly and 

male fowl are homogametic. Why are they called so? 

13.  A pregnant human female was advised to undergo MTP. It was diagnosed by the 

doctor that the foetus she is carrying has developed from a zygote formed by a XX-

egg fertilized by Y carrying sperm. Why was she advised to undergo MTP? 

14. A relevant portion of β-chain of haemoglobin of a normal human is given below- 

The codon for the sixth amino acid is GAG. The sixth codon GAG mutates to GAA as a 

result of mutation ‘A’ and mutation ‘B’ result GUG. Haemoglobin structure did not 

change as mutation A but haemoglobin structure changed due to mutation B leading 

to sickle shapes RBCs. Explain giving reason how could mutation B change the 

structure of haemoglobin not mutation A. 

15. (a) A garden pea plant bearing terminal, violet flowers when crossed with another pea 

plant bearing axial violet flowers, producing axial violet flowers and axial white 

flowers in the ratio of 3:1. Work out the cross showing the genotypes of parent pea 

plant and their progeny. 

16. In a cross between a true breeding red flowered and true breeding white flowered 

snapdragon plant, the F1 plants produced pink flowers. Name and  explain the types 

of inheritance. 

17. (a) What do you mean by polygenic inheritance. How polygenic inheritance is 

different from monogenic inheritance.  

(b) Differentiate between haemophilia and thalassemia.  

(c) What is pleiotropy? How phenylketonuria is a good example of      

     pleiotropy?  

18. Study the following pedigree chart of a family, starting with mother with AB blood group 

and father with 0 – blood group. 

  
 

 

 

 

(a) Mention the blood group as well as the genotype of the offspring numbered 1 in 

generation ll 
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(b) Write the possible blood groups as well  as their genotypes of the  

       offspring numbered 2 & 3 in generation III.       

19. Draw the structure of DNA strand contains at list three  nucleotides . Differentiate 

between RNA nucleotides and DNA nucleotides. 

20. Why are thalassemia and haemophilia categorised as Mendelian disorders ? Write the 

symptoms of the diseases .Explain their pattern of inheritance in human. 

21. Why are human females rarely haemophilic ? Explain . How do haemophilic patients 

suffer? 

22.  A DNA segment has a total of 1500 nucleotides, out of which 410 are guanine 

containing nucleotides. How many pyrimidine bases this DNA segment possesses? 

23. A DNA segment has a total of 2000 nucleotides, out of which 520 are  adenine 

containing nucleotides. How many purine bases this DNA segment possesses? 

24. A DNA segment has a total of 1000 nucleotides, out of which 240 are  adenine 

containing nucleotides. How many pyrimidine bases this DNA segment possesses? 

25. Explain the two factors responsible for conferring stability to double helix structure of 

DNA. 
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